Transformation Proposed Action: 
Range and Maneuver Areas

Approximately 90 percent of the proposed transformation range projects are associated with the BRAC-directed Fort Benning Armor Center and School realignment.

To meet these Transformation actions, Fort Benning would construct and/or upgrade training ranges and maneuver areas.

These projects include, but are not limited to:
- Rifle and machine gun ranges
- Fire and movement ranges
- Digital Multipurpose Training Range (DMPTR)
- Anti-Armor Tracking and Live-Fire Range Complex
- Hand Grenade Complex
- Abrams Tank and Bradley Fighting Vehicle Gunnery Ranges
- Maneuver “corridor” areas identified where tank trails and roads would be established, reinforced, or upgraded for maneuvering purposes
- Night Infiltration Course
- Urban Assault Course
- Engineer Assault Course
- Access and Supply Roads